
 

Minutes of AGM meeting held 14/8/13 at the Railway Social Club 

 

GRANTHAM AND DISTRICT TABLE TENNIS LEAGUE 2012/2013 

APOLOGIES 

 

 Paul Cameron, Alex Mercer, John Lewis 

 

 

MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS AGM MINUTES  

 

Previous minutes were then accepted on a proposal by Mike Tedbury and seconded by John Hiley 
 

CHAIRMANS REPORT 

 

 

Chairman’s Report 2013 

 

This is my second year chairing the town's league - however this will be my first time delivering the 

chairman's report - as last year I was away at the Olympics - so Mike Tedbury had the honour of 

chairing last year's meeting, so thanks Mike for last year - and he has challenged me to have the 

meeting finished in a faster time than he did last year! 

  

Last season's actual league was a successful one with a good completion rate of matches in all three 

divisions - with some great matches played and with all the teams playing and conducting themselves to 

a very high standard. A couple of the divisions had some very close final table positions - with the top 

division being won by a margin of a single point! And in the third division the top three places 

separated by only three points, so some real close exciting stuff and congratulations to the winning 

teams - who will be presented with their awards at the end of the meeting. 

  

The additional competitions that the league runs during the season were not too well supported, which 

is a little disappointing as the committee put a fair bit of effort in to organising these events - the 

committee will this year look at these additional competitions a matter of priority to see how we can 

improve participation - if anyone has any ideas of suggestions on how to do this - please see any of the 

committee members. 

  

The committee has over the past two years worked hard at improving the playing experience at the 

Meres, by firstly purchasing some decent nets, and then we set out with a much bigger project - we 

went into partnership with the Meres to acquire six new tables and a large number of surrounds. We 

had hoped to have all the new equipment  in place for the start of last season - however this was 

slightly delayed as the original shipment was lost somewhere on route from Germany, don't worry the 

lost was taken by the couriers and didn't cost the league anything! I would like to thank the team that 

spent a good few evening with their toolkits assembling the tables and surrounds. I hope you all agree 

that the tables and surrounds have certainly improved the playing experience at the Meres. 

  

I mentioned last year in  my report that one of my visions was once that we had got decent equipment 

back at the Meres - that Grantham would once more become a premier venue for table tennis events - 

and our reputation as a top table tennis town would be revived - I think this is now beginning to become 

so again - as we have already hosted an additional  three high level junior events this season - that 

have now come back to Grantham as they know we can offer a decent venue with top class kit - and 

this is now beginning to generate some revenue for the league as we are able to levy a charge for the 

use of our equipment. All these events ran very well and they have asked to come back next season and 



this will certainly help attract further events. 

  

One of the annual events that the league is involved with is the Herbert Pacey Memorial Junior 

Schools TT Tournament that is open to all the Primary Schools in the Grantham area - this event is run 

in conjunction with Cliffedale Chandlers and every year is very well attended by children from across 

Grantham. Cathy Steeples based at St Mary's school runs this event year in year out - so thanks Cathy 

for doing this. 

  

The league is run by a team of volunteers who every year put a lot of time into ensuring that the 

league is well managed and is sustainable for the future. I would like to thank the following for their 

invaluable contribution:  

Simon for being a great secretary 

Brian for managing the fixtures and results, which is a massive task - and running a fantastic 

website 

Terry Needham for controlling the books 

Russell for organising the trophies 

Paul for arranging the handbook 

Peter for always being there and dragging me to the LTTA AGM. 

  

I would also like to thank all the team who sit on the management committee. 

  

There are just a few more points that I would like to cover off - the first being some 

relevant points from the Lincs TT Association's AGM which was held in May. 

  

1- The county association was to support the raise in individual ETTA membership of   £2.00 

this every and a yearly increase of £ 2.00 there on after until 2017. 

2- All the intertown cups, Haigh, Butlin and Butcher Cups were all won by Lincoln 

3- Affiliation fees to the county would remain at £ 10.00. 

4 - The County is desperately short of female players. 

  

So as a town we need to look as to how we can challenge Lincoln to win some of the cups so 

we will be looking for some decent teams this year! 

 

  

Next I would just like to let you all know about how the ETTA is going to change over the 

coming years and this will give an understanding of why the membership fees are increasing. 

  

Refer to letter dated 28th June. 

  

And finally a little closer to home - over the last year the GDTTDG met on numerous headed 

by Chris Turner which looked at developing table tennis in and around the Grantham area. 

The group did some great work, but unfortunately Chris' role with the ETTA ended and the 

group hasn't managed to continue. One of the participants of the development group was 

GAPS: 

  



"The Grantham Academy of Table Tennis for Primary and secondary schools is a group of 

coaches, teachers, parents and volunteers who work together to develop the grass roots 

foundation of table tennis within the Grantham and District area.  

 

It has been endorsed by the Grantham and District Table Tennis League and works in 

partnership with Cliffedale Chandlers Table Tennis Club to make best use of coaches and 

facilities within the region." 

  

It was agreed at the last AGM that the sum of £ 200 was to be made available for table 

tennis development and during the season the committee agreed to award this to GAPS and I 

would like to present the cheque tonight to a representative of GAPS. 

  

All that remains for me to say is that I wish you all the best of luck for the forthcoming 

season. Thank you. 
 

TREASURER'S REPORT 

The Balance sheet was put to the meeting.  

 

The Treasurer Terry Needham presented the report personally and following Q&A was accepted on a 

proposal by John Mapletoft and seconded by Russ Winfield. 

 

An observation from the report will lead to the committee proposing  and deciding on an increase to play at 

the Meres on Monday nights following the League and during the Summer. 

It was also to be noted that the committee wish to thank Mike Hurst for his continued and valued support. 
 

AFFILIATION FEES AND INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATION 

 

The committee announced and proposed that for the 2013/2014 season the fees for Team registration will 

be unchanged at  £40. Following the ETTA AGM the individual registration for this season will be £8  

All members can now renew their individual registration as the year runs from 1st Aug to 31st July and will 

need to be confirmed prior to play in October. 
  

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

There were no changes for  

President,-------Peter May  

Vice President, ----Edie Hunt- Life Membership  

On a Block Vote proposal from Peter May and seconded by Terry Needham the remaining League Officers 

were re-elected  

Chairman -------------------- Matt Weavers. 

Vice Chairman--------------- Mike Tedbury,  

Match Secretary.-------------Brian Coverley,  

Secretary----------------------Simon Mableson,  

Treasurer---------------------Terry Needham,  

Trophies and Competition secretary---- 

County Representative.-----Peter May, Simon Mableson   

Press Officer-----------------Vacant 

Coaching Secretary -----Russ Winfield  

Umpiring Secretary-----Alex Mercer  

 

Management Committee members for the coming season in addition to the officers above are:- Adam Ellis,  

John Hiley, Alex Mercer, Terry Tresdern. 



 

AOB 

 

John Hiley requested that Ancaster could be included eligible to play in the Herbert Pacey schools event. 

After discussion it was agreed that this could happen and if possible the forms to enrol would be put on our 

website for the following season. 

 

The committee were concerned about the make-up of the League over 3 divisions in the knowledge that 

approx. 25 teams would be entering. The main issue is that of giving all players an enjoyable season where 

they are playing  others closer to their own standard. It was decide to ask the 13 clubs attending to show 

whether they preferred a 2 division or 3 division format.  The meeting was in favour of 3 divisions for this 

year. 

 

The match secretary Brian Coverley has moved to 69 Kedleston Road NG31 7FF, so please don’t send 

results to the old address. 
 

PRESENTATION OF TROPHIES 

 

Presentations of the trophies to the worthy winners were awarded by our President Peter May. 

2011-2012 Championship Winners 

 
Mens Challenge  NOT PLAYED       

Ladies Challenge          NOT PLAYED  

Veteran Singles   NOT PLAYED       

H/C Singles              NOT PLAYED  

Doubles                NOT PLAYED  

U21             NOT PLAYED  

 

TEAM KO  WINNER—Chandlers D (378 points)    R-UP ---Arbon Sports B (376 points) 

_____________________________________________ 

 

LEAGUE WINNERS 

 

1ST DIV  Newark wanderers A  

 R-UP                 Chandlers A         

 

2ND DIV Ancaster Sports   

R-UP  BT A 

 

3RD DIV Newark Wanderers B     

R-UP  Ancaster TTC D    

_________________________________________________ 

 

                         INDIVIDUAL AWARDS 

 

1ST DIV Jason Ramage     

2ND DIV Joe Hammond    

3RD DIV Dylan Grocock 
 

 

The AGM concluded with the Registration of teams,    The meeting closed at 22.00hrs 

 

 


